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From New York Times & USA Today Bestseller, Vi Keeland, comes a sexy new standalone novel.It

didnâ€™t matter that the ref called it a clean hit. Nico Hunter would never be the same. Elle has a

good life. A job she loves, a great apartment, and the guy sheâ€™s been dating for more than two

years is a catch and a half. But itâ€™s boringâ€¦and she strives to keep it that way. Too many

emotions are dangerous. Her own past is living proof of what can happen when you lose control.

Then Nico walks into Elleâ€™s office and everything changesâ€¦for both of them. But what can the

tattooed, hard-bodied MMA fighter and the beautiful and always steady attorney have in common?

A lot more than they bargained for. ***Author's note*** THIS IS A STAND-ALONE NOVEL. Due to

strong language and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
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Worth the Fight might be one of my favorite books this year! AbsoEffinglutely â•¤ this book. -Cheri

Kindlecrack Kindlecrack.net This story is a beautiful journey into healing, acceptance and

forgiveness. -Nichole~ Sizzling Pages Romance Reviews's sizzlingpages.com  I'm on Nico cloud

nine! I LOVED everything about this story! -Paula (Romantic Book Affairs Blogspot)

romanticbookaffairs.blogspot.com

Â  Â  Â  Â  Vi Keeland is a #1 New York Times Bestselling author. With more than a million books

sold, her titles have appeared in over fifty Bestseller lists and are currently translated in eight

languages. Â She lives in New York with her husband and their three children where she is living



out her own happily ever after with the boy she met at age six.

Elle was in a ho hum relationship that didnÃ¢Â€Â™t seem to be going anywhere and then she

meets Nico Hunter. Elle loves the way that Nico handleÃ¢Â€Â™s her and he is exciting. But, both

Nico and Elle are broken. Elle thought she was better until something triggers it again. Of course I

canÃ¢Â€Â™t say what. Nico also thought he was better. Nico is a MMA fighter. Elle is an attorney.

And, the story goes on from there.When I first saw that it was a MMA fighter story I was a little

worried. You see I really dislike sports stories. The good news is that yes there are fights but, it is a

story that is built around the sports.I loved their story so much that I couldnÃ¢Â€Â™t put this book

down even at work. Fortunately, it was a slow night for me and I got a lot of reading in.I loved this

story and I should have read it sooner. I have to apologize to this author. I evidently had received a

copy of this ARC and it somehow got lost on my Kindle. I did buy this book to give it a verified

review.I give Worth the Fight 4.5 Stars

I've wanted to read this book for a long time, and finally got around to it. Sadly, I think it wasn't

nearly as good as this author's recent books. The major thing that bothered me was the

repetitiveness. The phrasing was so similar during every interaction that it almost felt like I was

stuck in some crazy deja vu scenario. The romance was fairly sweet considering we were supposed

to accept these were more closed off, strong characters. The instalove was also quite over the top. I

never really felt the main characters had more than a superficial connection. I did like Nico. I thought

he had some depth to his character that was unexpected, but I wanted more between him and Elle.

I think the plotline had promise, but it just never really developed into anything that would convince

me to keep reading the series or even the author if this had been the first book of hers I read. With

the many MMA/fighter series out there, this just failed to measure up.

I don't know what it is about this book but it just didn't do it for me. The sex scenes are hot and

steamy but that's probably all I care about. The chemistry between Nico and Elle is lacking. To me,

there's no romance. I just see two people that are really attracted to each other sexually and having

great sex along the way. The dialogue sucks big time. For one I don't like how the writer has Elle

say what they talked about as opposed to actually reading the conversation. It'll go something like

"We sat on the couch and cuddled while he told me stories of his brothers". I want to read the actual

conversation and see how they respond to each other intellect or show some flirtatious banter

between the characters. Also, I feel like some of the scenes were just cut off. It seem like the writer



is in the middle of the scene and then it ends and we're back to Nico's chapter or Elle's chapter.

Overall I like a good steamy love story but I like romance more. When you can see the romance

between two characters you feel like they really love each other. It makes the sex scenes seem

more realistic and more hot. Oh and lastly, the dirty talk was horrible. Nobody talks like that during

sex or when they are about to have sex. I only got to about 50% before I decided I'm no longer

interested. I don't usually give books a bad review but this one is a pass for me.

Loved this book, about lawyer Elle and MMA fighter Nico Hunter. Elle was having a friends with

benefits thing with her lawyer friend William, but it wasn't working for her anymore. William brings

Nico to Elle's office for a contract consult, and when their eyes meet, Cupid got his arrows in real

hard for these two. Nico invited Elle to dinner which results in Elle breaking up with William and a

relation starts. From the start, Nico was totally smitten and he wanted more than a one-night stand.

Elle was mesmerized, aroused, enthralled. It was cute to read. I had several thoughts about Nico

preying on his lawyer's girlfriend, and also some thoughts about conflict of interest between lawyer

and client. But I loved where this plot was going, so didn't care.The love story was straightforward

and nice. Many steamy love scenes, which I skimmed. I got a feeling that some characters must

have been introduced in an earlier book, because the book lacked some background in some

characters, mainly Elle's mom's new marriage, the stepfather and her stepbrother. Even so, it was

very enjoyable. Both Elle and Nico had some baggage which they needed to deal with. Nico had

several moments where he closed up and closed Elle out. I liked that Elle would retreat instead of

cling, and he would have to grovel as is right.If I had to describe Nico, apart from hot, it would be as

a gentle giant, because he was that devoted and attentive to Elle. I loved Elle's tardiness quirk,

because for many years I was a late arrival at work too. This was an entertaining and enjoyable

read, very much recommend.
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